Implementing Knowledge Management System to Improve Effectiveness of Faculty Activities
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Abstract. Higher education is an example of organizations that could manage knowledge in its creation, transfer and dissemination. A frequently occurring problem found in higher education faculties is knowledge documentation. For that reason, knowledge management is necessarily needed to overcome the documentation problem as well as to improve academic staff’s performance. Another problem faced by faculties is the loss of knowledge. The loss of knowledge may be caused by an ending of student’s study period, a change in organizational structure, and a turnover among lecturers, staff and other sources of knowledge. The aim of this research, therefore, is to provide a review and insights regarding the benefits of implementing Knowledge Management System in higher education faculties. The methods employed in the research were the qualitative method and the 10-step knowledge management roadmap. The research produced a concept of Knowledge Management System which could be utilized as a reference to improve effectiveness of faculty activities.
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1 Introduction

Information and Communications Technology (ICT) belongs to the fastest growing industries, providing both threats and opportunities for an organization [1],[2],[3],[4]. As it has become one of key successes for organizations to flourish, therefore, the question one should ask is how could we benefit from it? Information, whether in form of standard procedure and policy documentation, has become a critical part in organization so that it should be well managed and utilized as knowledge that has business value [5].

The increasingly strict, competitive condition in the globalization era has driven us to shift our paradigm from the resource-based competitiveness to knowledge-based competitiveness. Both paradigms are contradictory as the first paradigm is grounded upon the location and geographical condition of superior natural resources while the second one is based on knowledge and technology as well as human resources development in organization. In order to develop human resources in organization more easily, an ability to manage and develop
existing knowledge is needed. Knowledge management could be a reliable support for an organization to improve its competitiveness [6].

Knowledge management will play a critical role when an organization needs a structured knowledge management and reservation. Tiwana suggests that there are 24 reasons to adopt Knowledge Management. Some of them are a need to prevent costly, repeated mistakes, a need to prevent unnecessary reinvention, a need to anticipate accurate prediction and a need which emerges as a competitive response [7].

Higher education is an example of organizations that could manage knowledge in its creation, transfer and dissemination. In its creation, knowledge could be acquired from researches and studies that will add value to academic productivity. Through researches, new discovery will be made [8]. In higher education, a frequently occurring problem in each faculty is knowledge documentation.

Higher education faculties acknowledge the importance of documenting data and information which could support their activities. Without documentation, a great amount of knowledge provided by academic staff will be lost and the same old mistakes will likely be repeated. The loss of knowledge can be caused by an ending of student’s study period, a change in organizational structure and a turnover among lecturers, staff or other sources of knowledge [8]. In this situation, knowledge management is needed to prevent the loss of knowledge through documentation and improve academic staff’s performance quality [6].

Based on our analysis result, there are various, important knowledge which could support and sustain faculty activities. Moreover, the objective of documenting knowledge is to preserve knowledge generated by academic staff and share them to other staff, building a means of discussing and distributing problems. Without a management system, a faculty’s attempt to utilize knowledge will not be effective. Knowledge possessed by a faculty can be developed and structured into a Knowledge Management System (KMS).

Implementing KMS with the aid of Information and Communications Technology is expected to improve the knowledge documentation, dissemination, adoption, development and creation. Also, KMS is needed to maintain and improve competitiveness. The aims of this research are to provide a review and insights regarding the benefits of implementing KMS for faculties and to develop a concept of KMS which could be utilized as a reference to improve effectiveness of faculty activities.

1.1 Literature Review

Puji Ratwiyanti and Rahman Rosyidi in 2018 conducted a research under the title “A Knowledge Management System Architecture for Students Activities Unit (UKM) and Student Organizations (ORMA) in STMIK AMIKOM Purwokerto”. The research attempted to design a KMS architecture for the UKM and ORMA in STMIK AMIKOM Purwokerto. The research employed the 10-step Knowledge Management Roadmap method by Amrit Tiwana and the Centralized and Decentralized Knowledge Management Architecture method by Ronald Maier. However, in their research, only the first four steps of the 10-Step Knowledge Management Roadmap were used in order to identify any existing knowledge, therefore making it easier to develop a correct KMS architecture. The research resulted in a blueprint of a KMS architecture [9].

Kornkanok and Massudi in 2019 in a research entitled "Knowledge and integrated the data management models for personalized intercropping in rubber plantation", discusses the selection and allocation of space for planting intercropping to maximize results and minimize costs for individual farmers using Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDM). The problem faced is information that is not centralized, redundant data, to a variety of data formats. In addition, the knowledge possessed is related to selecting plants to be planted in rubber
plantations appropriately, as well as tacit knowledge gained from the experiences of successful farmers and agricultural experts. This research uses an integrated Ontology-based knowledge and multi-objective optimization model for Decision Support Systems (or DSS) for intercropping, and also presents an integrated knowledge process to achieve knowledge modeling as an intercropping concept in rubber plantations. In addition, Intercropping Ontology as a basis for making decisions to recommend suitable species and list of plants. Using an ontology for DSS can help provide recommendations about suitable crops planted around the farmer's area according to rules-based inference that acts as logical reasoning. [10].

Noor et al, in 2019 conducted a study under the title “A review on cloud based knowledge management in higher education institutions”. This study discusses KM that has been used by entrepreneurs to extract, distribute and use information systematically under KMS. The use of new technology in KMS was identified by researchers as one of the core issues. Cloud computing is the most widely adopted choice by entrepreneurs because it can reduce infrastructure and maintenance costs. Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) have also begun using KM to create and disseminate knowledge. Cloud-based KM attracts HEIs because it is able to update educational methods and objectives according to innovative trends in technology. This research highlights the benefits and challenges related to KMS and their impact on knowledge [11].

Unlike previous researches, this research attempted to develop a KMS concept for faculties to use which used the qualitative method and the 10-Step Knowledge Management Roadmap in its development. Moreover, the KMS would be designed as web application, therefore allowing more flexibility in its usage.

1.2 Knowledge

Knowledge is a combination of experiences, expert views, values, contextual information, and intuitions which provides an environment and framework to evaluate and uniting new experience with information. The knowledge is divided into two types namely Explicit Knowledge and Tacit Knowledge, which can be described as follows [12],[13]:

1) Explicit Knowledge

Knowledge which can be expressed via words and numbers and explained in scientific format, specification, manual, etc. This type of knowledge can be transferred from one individual to another formally and systematically. Explicit knowledge can also be explained as a business process, method procedure and pattern as well as design experience from a production.

2) Tacit Knowledge

Knowledge derived from experts, individually or collectively, and their experiences. Tacit knowledge is very personal and difficult to formulate, making it hard to be communicated or transferred to other individual. Personal feeling, intuition, gesture, physical experiences and rule of thumb belong to tacit knowledge.

1.3 Knowledge Conversion

Nonaka explains that the fundamental reason behind successful, Japanese organizations is that their skills and experiences are grounded on the creation of organizational knowledge. Knowledge creation can be achieved via introducing a synergic relation between tacit and explicit knowledge through the SECI process (Socialization, Externalization, Combination and Internalization). The process can be seen in Figure 1 [8],[13],[14]:

1) Socialization (Tacit to Tacit Knowledge).
Knowledge is transferred from one individual to another in form of tacit knowledge. Socialization emerges from sharing activities and creates tacit knowledge from direct experiences.

2) Externalization (Tacit to Explicit Knowledge).
Externalization is a knowledge transformation from tacit to explicit forms. With externalization, tacit knowledge possessed by an individual is extracted and formulated into other media which allows others to study the knowledge more easily.

3) Combination (Explicit to Explicit Knowledge).
Combination is to organize a group of explicit knowledge into a more systematic media by adding new knowledge as well as combining and categorizing the accumulated knowledge. Knowledge combination can be facilitated with media such as documents, meeting, phone calls or computerized communication network, etc.

4) Internalization (Explicit to Tacit Knowledge).
Internalization is to transform knowledge from explicit to tacit formats. One example is practices in a learning process. When individual’s experiences from socialization, externalization and combination are internalized into tacit knowledge through some methods, the knowledge becomes his valuable asset and gradually his new knowledge.

![Knowledge Conversion Diagram](image)

**Figure 1.** Knowledge Conversion

### 1.4 Knowledge Management

Each individual could define Knowledge Management uniquely. Therefore, there are different definitions of KM. According to Davenport, KM is a series of activities conducted by organizations to identify, create, explain and distribute knowledge to be re-used, identified and learned [15],[16].

Another defines KM as any attempt to develop useful knowledge in organizations. They can be: encouraging a communication culture between personnel, giving learning opportunities and promoting knowledge sharing. Those attempts could create and maintain
values from the cores of the business competence by utilizing existing information technology [6].

Uriarte simply defines KM as a process which converts tacit into explicit knowledge and then shares it to members in organization. Moreover, Uriarte explains that KM is a process in which an organization creates values from organizational assets which are based on knowledge and intellectuals [14].

Therefore, in general, Knowledge Management is an activity which combines learning, change and innovation. KM entails human resource development and knowledge sharing efforts among staff who are vital assets in order to improve their capabilities to innovate. Managing knowledge is more about "an organization managing their employees than how long have they wasted time to perform organizational activities". This means that KM is about how people from different backgrounds starting sharing, which now is labelled with learning organization.

1.5 Knowledge Management System

Knowledge Management System is an integration of technology and mechanism which is developed to support the four Knowledge Management processes. KMS is classified into four as explained as follows [5],[13],[16]:

1) Knowledge Application System (KAS)

KAS supports process in which an individual may use other individual’s knowledge without acquiring or learning it. A KM mechanism and technology may support KAS by facilitating routines and directions of a KM process. KAS depends on the routines and directions. A KM mechanism facilitates directions such as a hierarchical relationship, help-desk and support center. It also facilitates routines such as organizational policies, work practices and standards. A KM technology supports direction and routine including expert system, decision support, system advisor, troubleshooting and help-desk.

2) Knowledge Capture System

Knowledge Capture System supports processes which depict both tacit and explicit knowledge which may be possessed by individuals, artifacts or organizational bodies. This system could help capturing existing knowledge both within and outside organizational boundaries. Knowledge Capture System depends on KM Mechanism and technology which support externalization and internalization. Model or prototype development and story articulation are few examples of KM mechanism which may allow externalization. Learning by observing and meeting are instances of KM mechanism which facilitate internalization. KM technology could also support knowledge capture by facilitating externalization and internalization. Externalization via knowledge reengineering is required to implement smart technology such as expert systems and case-based reasoning system. KM technology which facilitates internalization includes computer-based communication and simulation-based computer.

3) Knowledge Sharing System (KSS)

KSS could be defined as a system which allows organization members to receive tacit and explicit knowledge from each other. In a KSS, a knowledge owner will: share his/her knowledge with his/her reliable, controlled group, decide when to share it and in what condition as well as to search for fair exchange or reward in knowledge sharing.

4) Knowledge Discovery System (KDS)
KDS supports a development of new tacit or explicit knowledge from new data and information or previous synthesis of knowledge. KDS depends on KM Mechanism and KM Technology which could support combination and socialization processes. KM mechanism in Knowledge Discovery System involves socialization process, facilitating a synthesis and integration of tacit knowledge between individuals.

2 Methodology

A qualitative method was employed in this research to produce good understanding and description of data [13],[17]. Next, the 10-step KM roadmap formulated by Amrit Tiwana was used to develop a KMS concept (see Figure 2) [18],[9],[19]. The roadmap is divided into four phases:

1) Infrastructure Evaluation
2) KMS Analysis, Design and Development
3) Deployment
4) Evaluation

![Figure 2. 10-Step Knowledge Management Roadmap](image)
3 Result and Discussion

Interviews [20],[21],[22],[23],[24] were performed with 50 respondents regarding problems faced during performing faculty activities, especially in knowledge documentation. The respondents were lecturers, staff and students of Victory University of Sorong. The interviews showed the information problems frequently faced by their faculties, the procedure of solving them as well as the regulation and the roles of the stakeholders.

After that, a literature review was conducted in which data were collected by searching and studying data from textbooks, journals and other references related to the research problem.

Next, the data acquired from the interview sessions and the literature review was analyzed to formulate a correct framework in developing our KMS concept/model. The model consisted of several factors required to meet the research objective: to improve effectiveness of faculty activities. The main feature of this KMS model is knowledge management. The knowledge itself is categorized into three types: Knowledge Base, which is a basic knowledge derived from written, formal knowledge; Best Practices, a type of knowledge which is derived from experts’ experiences; and a knowledge which could be shared to all users.

The KMS model will perform like a search engine for documents which have been collected for this research. When a user inputs a search word in the KMS, the KMS will then display a list of documents containing the search word. The KMS will have two functions derived from KM to support document search: a preview function and thesaurus. The preview function will allow users to preview documents displayed according to their search words, making it easier to get the desired information, while the thesaurus function will facilitate information sources from experts.

The KMS will employ database and web application. A database model will be created since the system will process sentences and a sentence itself is a meaningful, fundamental grammar unit. This approach is necessary because all actors in the faculties need to know what is written in a document they want to find and how any word they will use in the search engine will be used in a sentence context. This is different from merely identifying documents which contain search words. In other words, search engine users may acquire information regarding any sentences containing their search words in documents being displayed. The preview function displays a preview of any document being displayed and points out relevant sentences in the document which contain any search word inputted by user. The structure of this KMS can be seen in Figure 3.

![Figure 3. The Structure of Knowledge Management System](image-url)
Thesaurus is presented in form of a table of entry word. A relation between words and their scores show their relation power. They are inputted into the database and then, from them, a list of important keywords is developed collectively. Any relationship between keywords is identified and acknowledged as a relationship between notations. The relationship is related to words in the thesaurus under an assumption that there are a relationship between two words and an explanation based on their relationship in a document as well as notations which must be mentioned as sentences. Therefore, when there are two words which belong to a same sentence, then the words considered related. Next, the number of sentences that contain the related words is considered as its relationship power. Lastly, the number of sentences which contain the related words is recorded in the thesaurus as a score which indicates its relationship power.

Figure 4. The Procedure for Using the KMS

Figure 4 displays the procedure for using the KMS. Starting when a user inputs a search word into the search engine, which is managed in local computer or network. The relationship between the searched words and the related words will be mentioned in the thesaurus. This is because each document displayed in the research result list is related to each original document file. And sentences in the generated list consist of a combination of searched words and any words related to them. Users will have the options whether to display the full document or a list of sentences in order to get further information regarding the search words they inputs.

4 Conclusion

The implementation of KMS with Communication and Information Technology can be a concept in optimizing knowledge documentation, dissemination, adoption, development and creation. This KMS concept could also improve the effectiveness of faculty activities which had been found filled with problems.

The KMS concept acknowledges sentences as a form of search words since users want to find original documents easily and quickly. The list of sentences is also effective to discover
information they want to search. Besides that, users could also use the list of sentences to compare listed documents and examine different descriptions based on their search words contained in the listed documents.

A special emphasis is placed on determining whether the system could combine the preview function and search function so that any information regarding search words can be accessed and any relevant document could be displayed faster, and modify the thesaurus function so that it could also be used to search information. This concept is expected to feature the preview and thesaurus functions of the KMS in supporting the information source search in this case.

Further conceptual development will have the KMS to be able to support knowledge documentation not only in document format but also multimedia formats such as pictures, videos and links.
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